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Abstract. In this study, various sources of uncertainty in demand and capacity, and their

direct and indirect dependencies according to their signi cant function in Performance
Based Earthquake Engineering (PBEE), were incorporated proposing a practically new
simple procedure. This procedure distinguishes and evaluates the collapse probability of
elementary mechanisms, as well as computes their dependencies, utilizing commonly used
deterministic computer software through a full probabilistic methodology using -unzipping
and Bayesian methods. This procedure has been benchmarked for a typical 2D reinforced
concrete moment frame, and the reliability index of the structure for the most probable
collapse mechanism was obtained within a reliability-based framework. Moreover, the
coecients of dead, live and earthquake loads for a ACI load combination were reevaluated
utilizing -unzipping and Bayesian methods through the proposed procedure, and were
compared with the code's coecients. Good compatibility between obtained coecients
and those of the code ones was perceived, and the probability of collapse, which was
implicitly considered in the code, was revealed. It has been concluded that the coecients
extracted from the Bayesian method are closer to those of the code compared to those
from the -unzipping method. However, as it requires less primary computational e ort
and due to slight di erences between the results, -unzipping is usually more preferred by
evaluators.
c 2013 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Modern constructions must satisfy seismic design criteria usually associated with the most adverse combination of occurrences with regard to building resistance under lateral loads. In order to assure safety
requirements in the eld of seismic design, a reliability
concept could be supportive [1]. It represents a relevant
tool, which makes it possible to quantify the e ects of
uncertainties and to calculate the probability of failure,
starting from the densities of probabilities associated
*. Corresponding author. Tel: 00982164543030; Fax:
64543037
E-mail address: dtehz@yahoo.com (M. Tehranizadeh)

with random variables presented as input parameters [2-4]. Moreover, modern performance-based design
codes are characterized by quanti able performance
objectives gained by collaborating reliability concepts
and evaluating uncertainties in ground motion, models
and corresponding terms, structural responses, damage
and important factors of design making [5,6].
The aim of this work is to propose a simple and
practical new procedure for obtaining a system reliability index considering inherent uncertainties, also known
as randomness, associated with design parameters, as
well as types of uncertainty recognized as epistemic in
terms of modeling uncertainties to evaluate coecients
used in load combinations of the ACI318-08 code [7] for
RC moment frames, without utilizing commonly used
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uncertainty propagation modeling procedures, such
as Monte Carlo or other computationally expensive
actions [1].
With the help of the technique introduced in this
study, an evaluator could segregate a model into simple
parts and perform a reliability analysis for each part
by a commonly used deterministic analyzing computer
program, and, nally, integrate the parts.
In this research, loading and design were done
according to ASCE 7-05 [8] and ACI318-08 [7], respectively, and the included load combination is:
1.2D+L+E where any arbitrary load combination
could be substituted. Material and loading details are
illustrated in Tables 1, 2 and 3, and Figure 1 displays
the designed sections.

2. Uncertainties in models and structural
response variables
The issue of uncertainty in models and structural
response variables, which is the main focus of this work,
can be divided into three main categories:
- Design uncertainty: Accounts for possible options
for elements and loads implemented in the design
process a ected by material characteristics and geometric tolerances [1]. In this research, these uncertainties are considered consistent with the design
code [7], both in demand and capacity parameters.
- Modeling uncertainty: Modeling the selected design
pattern to the simple model representing the behavior of a structure has its own uncertainties, as

strength and deformation may di er from expected
values. It is always believed that the more re ned
the analytical model, the less modeling uncertainty is
inserted into the design process. However, one could
claim that the more complicated model, in terms
of mathematical con gurations, would need to have
more input terms, which in turn could shed more
ambiguity into the problem [9]. These uncertainties
were incorporated into this research by the help of
mean values attained through model evaluation and
the amount of standard deviation gained by the
help of moment-rotation close-form equations and
standard deviations of materials, both in demand
and capacity parameters.
- Human error and construction qualities: Although
these sources of uncertainty are critical components
in probabilistic assessment of the structural collapse
capacity, they are out of the focus of the current
study.
There is also another type of uncertainty which greatly
a ects the process of assessing structural seismic performance and should be considered prior to other
uncertainties, which is the uncertainty in future ground
motion, both in terms of intensity (obtained through
the site speci c hazard curve), frequency content and
other attributes of ground motion (termed record-torecord variability) [9,10]. This type of uncertainty is
considered for applied earthquake loads according to
ASCE 7-05 [8] in this research. However, it is not
classi ed in the discussed types of uncertainty because
of its inherent dissimilarities.

Table 1. Mean values and standard deviations of material parameters [5].

[8]
Ec (N/m2 )
fc (N/m2 )
ft (N/m2 )
"c
"t
Es (N/m2 )
fy (N/m2 )

Concrete modules of elasticity
Speci ed concrete compression strength
Speci ed concrete tension strength
Speci ed concrete compression strain
Speci ed concrete tension strain
Steel modules of elasticity
Steel yield strength

2.486E10
2.758E07
3.271E06
2.220E03
1.320E04
2.001E11
3.449E08

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.1
0.1

Table 2. Mean values and standard deviations of loading parameters [5].

[8]

Dead load
Live load
Earthquake load
Et

4905 N/m2 4905*6=29430 N/m
1962 N/m2 1962*6=11772 N/m
R = 0:1, Wt = 784:8 N
0.1*784.8=78.48 N

29430 N/m
11772 N/m
|
78.48 N

0.1
0.334
|
0.236

Table 3. Detail of loading.
D1 ; D3 (ton)
18

D2 ; D4 (ton)
18

L1 ; L3 (ton)
7.2

L2 ; L4 (ton)
7.2

E1 (ton)
2.92

E2 (ton)
5.07
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Figure 1. Designed sections according to ACI318-08.

3. Moment Frame system (MF)
Moment frame systems are usually designed representing a high degree of indeterminacy. As a result, when
a structural system is undertaking a likely extreme
loading situation, such as earthquake ground motion,
collapse occurs only after constitution of an adequate
number of component failures caused by plastic hinges
with a exural mechanism. A well-designed ductile moment frame comes into collapse mode when a sucient
number of plastic hinges are formed. So, according
to the number of points altering to the hinge and the
number of required hinges for bringing out the frame to
the mechanism situation, there could be diverse likely
collapse paths, referred to as collapse mechanisms, and,
due to di erent collapse mechanisms, di erent collapse
probabilities could be attained for a moment frame [11].
For large frames, it is accommodating to systematize the process of discriminating various potential
failure mechanisms [12]. Thus, each collapse mechanism is taken apart into some cut sets of elementary
collapse modes. This technique was implemented in
this study, and for each elementary collapse mode of the
system, reliability indexes were estimated. Later, based
on the interaction of component failures, their contribution to the overall structural collapse and linear
relations between contributed elementary mechanisms,
the system's reliability index has been evaluated for
any arbitrary collapse mechanism. Figure 2 displays
the geometrical speci cations of the moment frame
considered in this paper, the label of joints and the
position of assigned loads.

Figure 2. Labels of joints and the place of loads
assignments.

4. Approach of this research
The approach of this research could be clari ed brie y
as follows:
- The elementary collapse mechanisms of the frame
were distinguished.
- The function equation (g-function) of each elementary collapse mechanism was generated by discriminating the capacity-based and demand-based coefcients and applying the power equality equation,
Wext = Eint (the amounts of work based on external
and internal forces are in equilibrium condition).
- Knowing the function equation, the reliability index
of each elementary mechanism was achieved. Then,
the safety margin has been obtained in accordance
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with the di erence between the capacity and demand
of moments in the points altering to hinge.
The dependency between these elementary mechanisms was estimated by means of both -unzipping
and Bayesian methods and the results were compared.
The main collapse mechanism for the whole structure was recognized, based on nonlinear static analysis. (We could also reach this mechanism according
to plastic analysis through the lower band theorem [12].)
The collapse probability of the main mechanism
for the whole structure was evaluated utilizing unzipping and Bayesian methods by the help of
linear superposition between the contributed elementary mechanisms in the main mechanism.
At the nal step, the load coecients for the presumed load combination were estimated and compared with the mentioned load coecients in the
code [7].

In the following sections of this paper, each step
of research, applied methods and comparison with
commonly used previous methods were discussed and
explained.

5. Elementary collapse mechanisms
Elementary collapse mechanisms are independent
mechanisms that cause failure in some parts of the
system and some of their linear superposition can
lead to the overall collapse mechanism of the system.
Distinguishing the elementary collapse mechanisms is
an important stage of any research in the collapse
assessment eld. A useful parameter in this eld is
the reliability index, denoted as , which is calculated
by the help of Eq. (1):
Pf = (

where:
Pf :
() :

);

or

1 Pf = ( );

The probability of collapse for the
referred mechanism.
The standard normal distribution
function

In some proposed methods for distinguishing elementary mechanisms, like the method in [13], the reliability
index or was calculated for each hinge, and the
hinge with the minimum was selected as the rst
hinge. So, the rst dominant elementary mechanism
for the system could be distinguished when the number
of required hinges was given [13]. In other words,
we begin with a hinge including a minimum amount
of and proceed to large ones up to con guration
of a sucient number of hinges, constituting the
mechanism condition. When the collaboration of all
hinges was accomplished, all independent mechanisms
of the frame were gained. This procedure, called
a Heuristic technique, is frequently utilized for discriminating elementary mechanisms. The elementary
mechanisms detected by this technique for the frame
of our research are exposed in Table 4 from [5,13].
For more clari cation, some of the mechanisms in this
table are represented schematically in Figure 3. The
mechanisms in Table 4 are not inclusive; therefore,
three mechanisms of (1-2-6-11), (10-11-16-20) and (1920-16-11) were adjoined by the authors to bring them
to completion, then, the ful lled mechanisms were
illustrated in Table 5.
The procedure followed by the authors in the
Heuristic technique was thoroughly presented in Table 6. The number of independent mechanisms gained
by this step-by-step procedure is ten. As seen, this
procedure is highly computational and time consuming

(1)

Figure 3. Schematic representation of some of the
mechanisms in Table 4.

Table 4. Elementary mechanisms by heuristic technique [5,13]. (Joint labels are due to Figure 5.)
Mechanism 4, 7, 9-15, 17, 22-14, 16, 18-14, 16, 21, 20-6, 8, 5-6, 8, 3, 2-4, 7, 15, 13
Table 5. Elementary mechanisms by Heuristic technique. (Reviewed and ful lled by the authors. Joint labels are due to
Figure 5).

Mechanism 4, 7, 9-15, 17, 22-14, 16, 18-14, 16, 21, 20-19, 20, 16, 11-6, 8, 5-6, 8, 3, 2-4, 7, 15, 13-1, 2, 6, 11-10, 11, 16, 20
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Table 6. The approach of obtaining mechanisms for each
hinge by the means of .

Mechanism No. of
No.
hinges

6
2.21 No Mechanism
7
2.21
1
17 2.21 They are not in one span
16 2.21
Choose in one span
6
2.21
2
8
2.85 Mechanism
5
3.31
7
2.21
3
9
2.85 Mechanism
4
3.31
17 2.21
4
15 2.85 Mechanism
22 3.31
16 2.21
5
14 2.85 Mechanism
18 3.31
Omit hinge number 5 in mechanism 2
6
2.21 No Mechanism
6
8
2.85 The hinge numbers
3
3.45 are not sucient
6
2.21
8
2.85 Mechanism
7
3
3.45
2
3.45
Omit hinge number 4 in mechanism 3
7
2.21 No Mechanism
8
9
2.85 The hinge numbers
15 3.45 are not sucient
7
2.21
9
2.85 Mechanism
9
15 3.45
13 3.45
Omit hinge number 22 in mechanism 4
17 2.21 No Mechanism
10
15 2.85 The hinge numbers
9
2.85 are not sucient
17 2.21
15 2.85 Mechanism
11
9
2.85
13 3.45
Omit hinge number 18 in mechanism 5
16 2.21 No Mechanism
12
14 2.85 The hinge numbers
20 3.45 are not sucient
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Table 6. Continued.
Mechanism No. of
No.
hinges

16
2.21
14
2.85 Mechanism
13
20
3.45
21
3.45
Omit hinge numbers 5 and 8 in mechanism 2
6
2.21 No Mechanism
14
1
3.45 The hinge numbers
2
3.45 are not sucient
6
2.21
1
3.45 Mechanism
15
2
3.45
11
3.45
Omit hinge numbers 9 and 4 in mechanism 3
7
2.21 No Mechanism
16
3
3.45 The hinge numbers
13
3.45 are not sucient
Omit hinge numbers 22 and 15 in mechanism 4
17
2.21 No Mechanism
17
12
3.45 The hinge numbers
13
3.45 are not sucient
Omit hinge numbers 18 and 14 in mechanism 5
16
2.21 No Mechanism
18
10
3.45 The hinge numbers
11
3.45 are not sucient
16
2.21
10
3.45 Mechanism
19
11
3.45
20
3.45
Omit hinge number 10 in mechanism 19
and insert hinge 19
16
2.21
11
3.45 Mechanism
20
20
3.45
19
3.45
As all hinges are contributed in mechanisms, other
mechanisms are dependent to these mechanisms

for practical problems because of having to compute
for all of the hinges. Moreover, achieved mechanisms
do not have rational classi cation.
If we de ne a mechanism that is leading to the
partial failure of the system as a partial mechanism, in
conformity with the de nition in [12], then, noticing
the elementary mechanisms in Table 5, it could be
realized that all of them are partial mechanisms of
the whole system, and their combination leads to the
system's main collapse mechanism. In other words,
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Figure 4. Example of getting arbitrary mechanism from elementary mechanism [4].
elementary mechanisms are partial mechanisms which
are independent from each other. Therefore, elementary mechanisms could be substituted by independent
partial mechanisms of the frame and there is no need
to perform the previous time consuming procedure
to distinguish them. Partial mechanism detection, a
typical practice in structural plastic analysis, is usually
done by application of a cut-set concept (explained in
the next part of this paper) and has been explained
in several references related to this concept (e.g. [12]).
Moreover, application of the Heuristic technique denes an elementary mechanism re ecting capacity and
demand terms at a member level. However, application
of the cut-set concept de nes elementary mechanisms
by consideration of parameters at the system level [6].
To clarify the concept, it is useful to notice the simple
model below. There are two elementary mechanisms
for the frame in Figure 4, and other mechanisms
could be obtained by superposing these elementary
mechanisms [12]. At this point of the study, one is
faced with the question of what the collapse mechanism
of the whole structure is, and of which elementary
mechanisms does it consist.

6. Distinguishing the minimum cut-sets
The minimum cut-set concept has been frequently
used in methods of analyzing system reliability. One
of these methods, which provides a compact, graphical, intuitive representation, is the Fault Trees (FT)
method [14] that was initially used by Bell Telephone
Laboratories in connection with the safety analysis
of the Minuteman missile launch control system in
1962 [15]. Fault tree models are failure space models
describing events that cause system failure. The top
event in a fault tree is any undesired event and its
branches are the causes of this event. When applied to
the eld of reliability, the top event is system failure,
followed by all associated elements that could cause
the top event to occur. Thus, the top event can
be thought of as unreliability, or, in systems with
repairable components, as unavailability. There are
many methods to compute this top event probability.
All of these methods use the probabilities of the causes
or basic events and most of them are based on minimal
cut sets.

Minimal cut-sets are the minimum combination
of events such that, if operational, will cause system
failure [16]. Minimal cut sets are equivalent to minimal
paths of failure and completely de ne system reliability [17]. Here, in our study, it could be said that
the minimal cut sets for each failure mechanism are
equivalent to the incorporated elementary mechanisms.
In this study, probabilistic quanti cation of vulnerability is attempted by means of an approach
relying on First-Order Second-Moment (FOSM) approximation of uncertainty. The basis of FOSM lies
in the statement that satisfactory estimates of the
parameters of a distribution (which may be unknown)
may be given by rst-order approximations of Taylor
series expansions of second-moment parameters (e.g.
mean and variance) of a random variable calculated
from samples. The FOSM framework addresses and
processes uncertainties in input variables to provide
estimates of the uncertainty in vulnerability of the
system function equation [18].
In operational terms, FOSM analysis requires at
least the de nition of a central value and a measure of
dispersion [19]. Here, the central value is considered
as the mean value and the measure of dispersion as
the variance of data. These values, in company with
their distribution, is obtained from Tables 1 and 2 or
from analyzing results, depending on their types, and
is applied to the rst order approximation of the failure
function in order to carry out the reliability analysis.
As the First-Order-Second-Moment (FOSM)
method utilizes rst-order approximations of the variables, it could be used precisely when the variation
of bending moment between each two points is linear.
Otherwise, FOSM can lead to inaccurate results in
some cases, particularly when the modeling uncertainties cause a shift in the prediction of the median
collapse point [10].
Frames typically fail after con guring a sucient
number of plastic hinges in the most exposed cross
sections and transforming the structure to a mechanism
condition. For the frame in Figure 1, loading has been
de ned as concentrated loads ar some points; so, the
variation of bending moment between each two points
is linear, and distinguishing the bending critical points
is simple. In a fully automated analysis, both end cross
sections of each frame member and the points under
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concentrated forces are considered as critical points
(unless the end is connected to the joint by an internal
hinge).
Solving the problem by hand calculations, we try
to minimize the number of involved joints in elementary
mechanisms. Provided that a joint connects only two
members and is not subjected to an external moment
(it is subjected to external forces only), it follows
from the moment equation of equilibrium that the end
moments are equal in magnitude (they have opposite
hinges). In such a case, it suces to take into account
only one of the end cross sections connected by the
joint as a critical one. It must be emphasized that this
simpli cation is not admissible for joints connecting
three or more members [12]. Consequently, we could
reduce the number of joints from twenty eight in
Figure 2 to twenty two in Figure 5.
The number of independent partial mechanisms
or elementary mechanisms of the system could be considered as the minimal cut-sets or the minimum paths
of failure that could be combined through logic gates,
and-gates and or-gates. And-gates depict scenarios
where all of the descendent events must occur for the
event at the current level to occur; or-gates, on the
other hand, depict scenarios where only one of the
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descendent events needs to occur for the event at the
current level to occur [16].
The number of independent partial mechanisms
could be calculated by the following equation:
n = m s;

(2)

where:
m:
The number of points with a nonzero
amount of strain during plastic ow.
s:
The number of independent
compatibility conditions.
n:
The number of independent partial
mechanisms.
For a beam or frame, the amount of m is equal to the
number of critical sections and s is equal to the degree
of static redundancy of the structure [12]. Consequently, for the frame in Figure 5, ten independent partial mechanisms or elementary mechanisms have been
detected (22-12=10). It should be pointed out that
the numbers of elementary mechanisms are the same,
either by the approach of Heuristic step-by-step or
by consideration of partial mechanisms as elementary
ones. For rectangular frames, elementary mechanisms
are typically evaluated, so that each of them associates
with one fundamental failure mode. Floor (horizontal)
displacements are associated to panel mechanisms,
joint rotations to joint mechanisms, and de ections
(vertical displacements) under concentrated forces are
related to beam mechanisms [12]. Table 7 displays all
elementary mechanisms of the frame achieved through
the consideration of partial mechanisms.

7. De nition of component failure in terms of
plastic hinge
Figure 5. The place of contributing plastic hinges.

In this work, beam and columns were modeled as
elastic-with-hinge elements by the program SAP2000
(Structural Analysis Program). SAP and its family

Table 7. Speci cation of elementary mechanisms.
No of mechanism No of joints in mechanisms
Category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3-4-13-12-22-21
1-2-11-10-20-19
4-7-9
15-17-22
5-6-8
14-16-18
2-3-5
9-15-13
8-12-11-14
18-20-21

Panel mechanism
Panel mechanism
Beam mechanism
Beam mechanism
Beam mechanism
Beam mechanism
Joint mechanism
Joint mechanism
Joint mechanism
Joint mechanism
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software are packages from Computers and Structures,
Inc. [20] developed for structural analysis and design.
The SAP2000 package is a fully integrated system
for modeling, analyzing, designing, and optimizing
structures of a general type [21]. It enables conducting
of the analysis and seismic design of buildings, o ering
various analyzing tools that vary from simple static
2D modeling to more complex nonlinear dynamic 3D
modeling. Moreover, it responds to a large number
of requirements in the eld of structural and nite
element analysis and, in particular, for building design
purposes. Since SAP could include many types of
nonlinearity, according to the adjustment of analyzers like material nonlinearity, geometric nonlinearity,
changes in structure, aging, creep, and shrinkage, and
nonlinear reactions in some prede ned points (hinges),
pushover analysis is one of its options that are largely
used in the context of seismic design and diagnostic assessments [22-24]. Also, one may apply any
arbitrary combination of load patterns, acceleration
loads, and modal loads. Furthermore, the analysis
can be done in either manner of load or displacement
control [24].
In this study, hinge nonlinear and degradation
characteristics were applied according to ASCE/SEI
41-06 [25], with no hardening ratio for the momentrotation relation. The applied lateral seismic loads vary
proportionally, according to a prede ned pattern consistent with ASCE 7-05 [8], in addition to consideration
of P  e ects. Table 1 presents material speci cations
for the elements. A full redistribution method was used
for redistribution of forces in pushover analysis. The
other assumptions are:

 All the hinges are at the plateau state simultane-



ously (at least, at some stage of the loading process).
In other words, the plastic rotation in each hinge
exists until the span or the whole frame comes to
collapse or instability. Therefore, the sequence of
hinge con guration in a mechanism does not have
any importance.
The deformations must be suciently small prior
to collapse, unless we apply nonlinear modi cation methods when handling the sti ness matrix
computation, where their application extensively
complicates calculations, according to this study
procedure.

redundancy in all possible degrees. However, the
main collapse mode is detected when the structure is
pushed up to the point at which the structural lateral
strength is dropped to 80% of its maximum value,
(ductile collapse) or the system goes to instability
(brittle collapse) [26]. For a frame with twelve degrees
of redundancy, collapse happens when the 13th hinge
is formed ideally. However, it is superlative for a
designer to balance the strength and location of hinges
in a frame to account for all hidden capacities of
carrying extra forces due to indeterminacy. For a
common design conforming to ordinary building code
requirements (that is discussed in this paper), it could
be said that this capacity is rarely gained.
For the frame of our research, by assuming that
none of the hinges went to the fall-down portion of
the moment-rotation diagram until the last hinge was
created, the main mechanism of the frame could be
obtained by pushover analysis of the model. For this
purpose, the frame's lateral loading, which is consistent
with the lateral loading pattern of the ASCE7-05
code [8], were ampli ed step by step, in a monotonically
statistical procedure, until the frame reached collapse
mode, which is de ned as falling down to 80% of the
maximum capacity of base shear or reaching instability
condition [26].
Figure 6 represents the deformed shape in the
main mechanism achieved by pushover analysis, causing instability condition and the undeformed shape of
the frame. The labels of contributed joints in the main
mechanism are: (1-10-19-6-8-16-18-4-13-22), although
they did not cover all redundancy degrees of the frame.
The pushover curve of the building is presented in
Figure 7.
More ductile design patterns should be chosen
if one wants to attain the mechanism that covers all
degrees of redundancy (ideal mechanism of collapse).
However, since the adopted design in our work is a regular code-compliant design, according to a frequently
used code [7], the mechanism gained by nonlinear static

8. Mechanism of failure for the whole
structure and its minimum cut sets
After distinguishing the elementary mechanisms of
the system, the mechanism of failure for the whole
structure should be recognized in this step.
The moment frames, which are designed according to common codes, usually do not go beyond

Figure 6. Deformation between mechanism situation and
initial one.
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8.2. Demand-based coecients

Demand-based coecients are divided into two categories:
(a) Loading coecients;
(b) System coecients.

Figure 7. Pushover curve of the building.
analysis could be considered the main mechanism of
failure for the whole structure. It is ne to mention
that the proposed approach in this study is a general
approach, which can also be used for any arbitrary
mechanism.
An important part of the research can be considered the disjointing of the main failure mechanism to
the minimum cut sets (elementary mechanisms). The
main mechanism of the system could be obtained if
elementary mechanisms are superposed as:
Mech No. 1+ Mech No. 2 - Mech No. 9- Mech
No. 10 - Mech No. 7+ Mech No. 5+ Mech No. 6
= main mechanism of overall failure for the structure
presented in Figure 6.
As analysis programs are not able to create system function equations in close-form, these equations
were evaluated according to the threshold amount of
moment in the nal step of the last hinge for each
elementary mechanism. Also, since the sequence of
hinge con guration does not have any importance in
the mechanism, it is not dicult to gure out these
equations directly by hand calculation, if the e ects of
normal and shear forces are overlooked. It must be
mentioned that in this study, the e ects of normal and
shear forces were neglected only in the formation of
the equilibrium equation for the mechanisms. However,
these e ects are incorporated in nonlinear analyses and
computation of moments in the joints by the analyzing
program.

8.1. Capacity-based coecients

Capacity-based coecients are used to represent material speci cations of the system, like fc , fsy , Es , Ec .
The mean and standard deviation of coecients
are considered according to ACI318-08 [7], as many researchers recommend utilizing code-based capacity parameters because of their mostly semi-empirical nature,
blending mechanical considerations with experimental
results [6]. These parameters have been presented in
Table 1. ASCE 7-05 [8] considers extreme limit and
lognormal distributions for some of these parameters,
but, in this work, normal distribution has been used
for all of them.

Coecients of loading are associated with imported
loads and displacements like dead, live and earthquake
loads. Mean and standard deviation of these coecients are derived from ACI318-08 [7].
Coecients of the system associate with the
moment (M ) and rotation () in each hinge. The
mean values of these parameters are equal to the
amounts obtained from the analyses, and the standard
deviations are estimated based on system equations for
moment-rotation and standard deviations of incorporated parameters in second order approximation.

9. Adjusting certain mechanism
In favor of calculating for each elementary mechanism, it is necessary to nd out its function equation.
Since modeling and analyzing programs consider demand and capacity parameters deterministically, we
should establish a technique to attain other collapse
mechanisms, except the main mechanism by the program. To do so, it is primarily essential to adjust the
pushover analysis to obtain a particular mechanism. In
this part of the paper, the procedure followed by the
authors to bring about a speci c mechanism in the SAP
program is explained.
In analyzing the system for the rst time, average
amounts for all capacity parameters were assumed in
all hinges. There are two approaches for constructing
another mechanism with the help of the SAP program:
1. Consideration of over-strength amounts for other
points that are not going to become hinge in a
particular mechanism.
2. Consideration of under-strength amounts for points
that are going to become hinge in a particular
mechanism.
For instance, if the mechanism of (4-7-9) is going
to be created in the system, one could enter overstrength capacity parameters for the other points in
the system (more than mean values). Then, the other
points will not become hinges, and the formation of
hinges will tend to weaker points. Another approach is
strength reduction in points that are going to become
hinges to stimulate these points.
In the rst method, the probability of hinge
formation is determined conditional to the probability
of not becoming hinges at the other points. Therefore,
it was estimated as being excessively overestimated.
However, the absolute probability of hinge formation
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could be attained by the second method. In the above
case, the amount of for mechanism (4-7-9) by the rst
method is 8.94, and by the second one is 4.85, which
seems to be more realistic.
Application of second method has two diculties:
- The amount of reduction in strength properties is
not initially de nite and should be obtained by trial
and error. Then, the minimum reduction of strength
should be chosen for the more precise results.
- This method could not be used for mechanism recognition; another method should be utilized. In other
words, the contributed points of each mechanism
should be preliminarily detected and, after that, this
method could be only applied for calculation.
Since the large concentration of probability in normal
distribution is in the domain of [ 8; 8], and the
results inherit acceptable accuracy in this domain, we
do not go beyond this domain in this paper.

system's collapse mechanism, incorporated elementary
mechanisms are parallel events [27,28].
If we consider each elementary collapse mechanism by Zi , each Zi could be written as a linear
combination of Mj s contributing to that mechanism:
Zi =
Zi :
Mj :

Zi =

The theoretical, time-invariant structural reliability
problem is denoted by the integral:
Z

fX (x):dx;

(3)

(x)

where p is the failure probability, fX (x) is the joint
Probability of Density Function (PDF) for a vector of
random variables, X = [X1 ; X2 ;    ; Xn ]T representing
uncertain quantities, such as loads, material properties,
constants and geometric dimensions, and (x) is the
failure domain of the structure in the outcome space,
x = [x1 ; x2 ;    ; xn ]T of X . For a general structural
system, the failure domain may be de ned in the form
of:
(x) 

[ \

k i2Ck

fgi (x)  0g;

(4)

where gi (x) de nes the failure surface or limit-state
function of component i for i = 1;    ; m, whereas a
set of limit-state functions were formulated, so that
fgi (x)  0g. In other words, when uncertain response
quantity exceeds a speci ed threshold, gi (x) takes
a negative value and failure is implied, m denotes
the number of components, and Ck is the index set
for the kth cut set or elementary mechanism, where
each cut set represents a minimal set of components,
whose joint failure constitutes that cut set. The block
model could be clari ed so that, whenever gi (x) is
considered an elementary mechanism, failures of the
included components are series events happening one
after another. However, when gi (x) is considered the

i=1

(5)

aij Mj ;

Function equation for collapse
mechanism in step i,
Moment in hinge number, j .

The safety margin in this equation is the di erence
of moments between the capacity and demand in the
joints that will become hinges. Considering external
forces, Eq. (5) could be expressed as Eq. (6):

10. Function equation (g-function)

p=

n
X

i:

q X
n
X
p=1 j =1

ai;j;p Mj;p

q X
m
X
p=1 k=1

bi;k;p Qk;p ;

(6)

Number of step that the equation is
written for;

ai;j and bi;k are the coecients that would be attained
in step i by considering the equation of equilibrium,
and are di erent for each Mj and Qk .
j:
Number of points in the mechanism,
regardless of the point that Zk was
written for;
Mj :
Amount of moments in the points of
the mechanism, regardless of the point
that Zi was written for;
k:
Number of loads contributed in a
certain mechanism;
Qk;p :
Applied external load for span p in the
loading step of the linear system by
index k;
Dead Load :
Q1 ;
Live Load :
Q2 ;
Earthquake Load :Q3 ;
p:
Number of involved spans in the
mechanism.
The amounts of Qk;p were shown in Table 3. For
example, Q1;1 , the dead load in span 1, is equal to
18 ton, or Q3;2 , earthquake load in span 2, is equal to
(5:07=2) = 2:535 ton.
The equation of g function can be expressed in
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matrix form as follows:
Zi = [A]fX g;


(7)



[X ] = M
Q ;

(8)

zi = [A]fX g;

(9)

2 = [A][C ][A]t;
zi
x

where:
zi :
2 :
zi

(10)

Matrix of average of x;
Matrix of variance of x.

Therefore, we can de ne as:
Zi
:
(11)
i=
Zi
Although calculation of ai and bj requires a considerable number of iterations for each mechanism, de ning
the function equation of the system as above has
some advantages. The rst is simpli cation in sti ness
matrix production. The second, and more important,
is the ability to acquire Zi as a linear function of
Mj s and Qk s; subsequently, the First-order Second
Moment method could be precisely applied [13]. For
clari cation, the applied procedure will be explained in
detail for the mechanism (14-16-18) in the next section.

11. Attaining safety margin equation
In this section, the applied procedure for generating the
function equation or safety margin equation that was
explained in the previous section has been described
and thoroughly mentioned in a step by step procedure
for the mechanism of (14-16-18) under the load pattern
of 1:2D + L + E , and has been presented in Table 8.
For the other mechanisms, the same procedure will be
continued.
Procedure for attaining the safety margin equation for the mechanism of (14-16-18):
1. Modeling the system, applying external forces,
running the model and attaining the internal forces
and moments in each point.
2. Transmitting forces and moments from other spans
to the focused span; in this particular case, the
right-below span. By transmitting forces and
moments, one does not need to analyze the whole
frame and it is adequate to analyze one simple
frame with one story and one span. In the frame of
our research, this action would be done automatically by the SAP program at each step. There are
several methods to analyze a frame with one story
and one span, like the method proposed in [29] or
by utilizing the Portal Method.
It is necessary to explain that we assumed the

Table 8. ai;j;p and bi;k;p for mechanism (14-16-18).
No of Steps
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a0;18;3
a0;14;3
a0;20;3
-1
0
0
Step 1
2.26
b0;1;3
b0;2;3
b0;3;3
(L=8) = 0:75 (L=8) = 0:75
h= 4
a1;18;3
a1;14;3
a1;20;3
-1
1.5
0.5
Step 2
3.79
b1;1;3
b1;2;3
b1;3;3
1.2
1.2
-5.5
a2;18;3
a2;14;3
a2;20;3
-1
1.5
1.5
Step 3
4.24
b2;1;3
b2;2;3
b2;3;3
1.31
1.31
-6.3
a3;18;3
a3;14;3
a3;20;3
-1
1.5
1.5
Step 4
4.85
b3;1;3
b3;2;3
b3;3;3
1.44
1.44
-6.7
Load Pattern: 1:2D + L + E , Mechanism: 14-16-18, Span:3, P : 3
Q1;3 = 1:2  (18 + 18) = 43:2 ton, Q2;3 = (7:2 + 7:2) = 14:4 ton,
Q3;3 = (2:92=2 + 5:07=2) = 3:995 ton
The changes in Qk;2 are applied to the bi;k;3 and Qk;3 are assumed to be constant.
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live load equal to 1.2 ton/m and the dead load equal
to 3 ton/m or live load=(0.4) dead load. Then, the
vertical load transmitted to a span in each step are
divided as dead load=(1/1.4) vertical load and live
load=(0.4/1.4) vertical load.
3. Step 0: The relation between the moment of the
joint becoming hinge by the moments of 5 other
joints and external forces transmitted to the span
was extracted. By this step (Step 0), the equation
of Zi in elastic mode and the amount of based on
Eq. (1) that is equal to 2.26 could be obtained at
the end of step 0.
Step 0:

= 2:26:

(12)

4. Step 1: The pushover analysis was performed up
to generation of the rst hinge, and the value of
the moments and forces in all joints was extracted
and transmitted to the focused frame. Also, up to
date, values of Mj s and Qk s have been estimated
and M14 has been replaced by Mp . Then, the
value of could be derived with the help of the
modi ed sti ness matrix utilizing the Unload Entire
Structure method applied by the SAP program.
This is the elastic reliability index of the system;
the reliability in which the rst point of the system
is going to be hinge and should be adapted to arrive
at the plastic reliability index of the mechanism.
Step 1:

= 3:79:

(13)

5. Step 2: Now, we consider point 18 becoming a hinge
while the consistency of hinge 14 is incorporated,
and shear force equivalent to 0:5LMP is added to the
shear at point 18. Therefore, we have:
Step 2:

= 4:24:

(14)

6. Step 3: Our model consists of two hinges in this
step. To attain the equation in the third point, we
should cover the consistency of both previous hinges
and add shear equivalent to MLP to both ends of our
beam. So, we have:
Step 3:

= 4:85:

(15)

This is assumed as the mechanism's . It should
be mentioned once more that in modi cation of the
sti ness matrix, slight rotations in plastic hinges
have been assumed, unless nonlinear modi cation
methods should be implemented that could not be
performed by hand calculations. For other mechanisms, a similar procedure was carried out and the
amounts of ai and bj were obtained. Distinguishing
safety margin equations, the value of and the
probability of collapse for each elementary mechanism were executed and mentioned in Table 9.

Table 9. Safety index ( ) and the probability of collapse
(Pf ) for elementary mechanisms without considering
mechanisms dependencies.

No. No. of joints
in mechanisms
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3-4-13-12-22-21
1-2-11-10-20-19
4-7-9
15-17-22
5-6-8
14-16-18
2-3-5
9-15-13
8-12-11-14
18-20-21

Category

Pf

Panel Mechanism
Panel Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism

7.24E-10
3.2 E-10
1.51E-6
1.51E-6
6.17E-7
6.17E-7
8.50E-9
1.43E-9
1.7E-10
8.50E-9

6.05
6.18
4.67
4.67
4.85
4.85
5.64
5.94
6.28
5.64

11.1. Calculating dependency between
probabilities

Each collapse mechanism was represented by Zi , which
could be written as a linear equation of moments at the
hinge points.
Zi =
Zk =

n
X
i=1
n
X
i=1

ai Mi ;

(16)

bi Mi :

(17)

Occurrence probabilities of di erent Zi s are not independent from each other. In some of them, similar Mi s
participated. For instance, Mech (3-4-13-12-22-21) has
a dependency on Mech (4-7-9) and (9-15-13) and some
other mechanisms. This kind of dependency is called
direct dependency. Moreover, there is also dependency
among some Zi s containing dissimilar hinges. For
instance, Mech (5-6-8) is dependent on Mech (8-1214-11) and this mechanism is dependent on Mech (12-11-10-19-20). Therefore, Mech (5-6-8) is indirectly
dependent on Mech (1-2-11-10-19-20), even though
they have no similar hinges. For another example,
occurrence of Mech (3-4-13-12-22-21) could decrease
the probability of occurring other beam elementary
mechanisms, like Mech (4-7-9) and (15-17-22), despite some similarities in their associated points, or
P (Mech3jMech1)  P (Mech3).
This type of dependency (named in this paper
indirect dependency) has rarely been considered in previous research, especially ones dealing with the values
of for each hinge. However, getting the dependency
matrix of various mechanisms by enhancement of the
safety margin equation, as proposed in this research, is
not intricate work, and indirect dependency is included
using both -unzipping and Bayesian methods.
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11.2. -unzipping method

The -unzipping method is a general strategy for
estimating the failure probability of structural systems,
initially proposed by Thoft-Christian and Murotso in
1986 [30]. This interactive, sequential, and iterative
strategy relies upon the user to interpret and generate
information about the system through the use of appropriate techniques, such as directed experimental design,
sampling techniques, response surface, and rst- or
second-order reliability methods [31].
In the strategy, one tries to obtain increasingly
accurate representations of the signi cant failure regions and use these representations to arrive at an
estimate of system failure probability. The goal is
obtaining the probability of failure at the level of a
hinge or elementary mechanisms, or for the whole
structure. These probabilities could be combined
through consideration of their dependencies and could
be adjusted for obtaining the failure probability of the
upper operational levels. For instance, by considering
hinge failure probabilities and their dependencies, one
could reach from the failure probability at a hinge level
to the failure probability at an elementary mechanism
level, and could continue until reaching the failure
probability for the whole structure. As working with
small numbers of probabilities is intricate and does
not elucidate the accuracy level well, application of
is substituted. Parameter could be calculated by
Eq. (18) from the failure probability in each arbitrary
system performance level. Eq. (18) is the repetition of
Eq. (1), which is presented again in this part of the
paper for better understanding. In addition, has
geometrical interpretation, which reveals the distance
from point (0,0) in the performance plane to the failure
surface [32]. So, its application is more relevant than
the failure probability for a speci c system.
Pf = ( );
or
1 Pf = ( );
(18)
where:
Pf :

The probability of collapse for the
studied mechanism;
() :
The standard normal distribution
function.
In the -unzipping method, after modifying the
probability of one mechanism based on the dependency
of another, the probabilities of the other mechanisms
must be also adapted according to this recent amount
of probability, resulting in a great quantity of iterative calculations. However, the required calculations
decrease greatly if indirect dependencies are ignored.
For instance, in our model, as there are seven
elementary mechanisms contributing to the main mechanism, forty two modi cations (7  (7 1) = 42) must
be performed using the -unzipping method for comprising indirect dependency between the mechanisms,
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and, assuming symmetry in the dependency matrix,
twenty one modi cations must be executed. In this
situation, the number of modi cations could also be
obtained by the number of possible choices of two
from seven or (7!=(2!  5!) = 21). However, if the
indirect dependencies were neglected, since only four
mechanisms of theses seven mechanisms are dependent
directly (4  (4 1) = 12), twelve modi cations must be
done, whereas, assuming symmetry in the dependency
matrix, the number of calculations decreases to six.
Performing these calculations without an analyzing
program is too boring and time consuming. Thus, most
researchers prefer to pass over indirect dependency,
despite the fact that its consideration notably a ects
the accuracy of the results.
In this paper, a new practical strategy, following
the -unzipping method, comprised of both direct and
indirect dependencies, has been explained using an
ordinary deterministic analyzing program, like SAP.
For instance, modi cation of for mechanism No. 6
(14-16-18) was shown in Table 10 and described in a
step by step procedure below:
Step 0: The probability of collapse for all individual
mechanisms was revealed from the previous section.
So, P (1); P (2);    ; P (6);    and P (9) have been
available.
Step 1: Mechanism No. 1 was modeled, and corresponding internal forces and moments were obtained
in the associated span in mechanism No. 6 by the
help of the SAP program.
Step 2: The model was reset, and internal forces
gained from step 1 were applied as additional external
forces. Later, mechanism No. 6 was modeled, and
the conditional probability of occurring mechanism
No. 6, according to mechanism No. 1; (P (6j1)), was
gained.

Table 10. Modi cation of for mechanism No.6
(14-16-18) including only direct dependency of
mechanisms by -unzipping method.

Step No. of
cycle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3

Considered
dependency

Mechanisms 6 & 9
Mechanisms 6 & 10
Mechanisms 9 & 5
Mechanisms 9 & 1
Mechanisms 9 & 2
Mechanisms 6 & 9
Mechanisms 10 & 2
Mechanisms 10 & 1
Mechanisms 6 & 10

4.85
4.61
6.28
6.01
5.98
4.58
5.64
5.55
4.51

Modi ed
4.61
4.58
6.01
5.98
5.87
4.51
5.55
5.47
4.42
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Step 3: Calculation of P (6 \ 1) was done according
to the equation of: P (6 \ 1) = P (6j1)  P (1).
Step 4: P (6 [ 1) was determined.
Step 5: The modi ed probability of mechanism No.
6 was calculated, according to: P (6)modi ed = P (6 [
1) P (1) + P (6 \ 1).
The occurrence probability of the other mechanisms
should be adjusted according to this recent value of
P (6)modi ed . The adjustment should be, thereby,
carried out based on the number of other collaborated
mechanisms (in our model, 6 times). This procedure
was also repeated for the other mechanisms. Consequently, 7  6 = 42 numbers of modi cation were
nally done in iteration No. 1. Now, we can come
back to mechanism No. 6 and do the modi cation over
again, according to the recently achieved dependency
values. This practice could be halted when permissible
accuracy has been obtained. The probability of two
mechanisms occurring simultaneously could be computed from the modi ed probability of each mechanism
and their conditional occurrence probability, regarding symmetry in the dependency matrix, by the unzipping method. This matrix can be seen in Figure 8.

11.3. Bayesian method

Bayesian Reliability presents modern methods and
techniques for analyzing reliability data from a
Bayesian perspective. The Bayesian approach treats
the population of model parameters as random, not
xed, quantities. In this method, old information
or even subjective judgments are used to construct
a prior distribution model for these parameters in
the rst step. This model expresses our starting
assessment about how likely various values of the unknown parameters are. Then, the current data of each
parameter is used to revise this starting assessment
via Baye's formula, deriving what is called a posterior
distribution model for the model's population parameters. Parameter estimates, along with con dence
intervals (known as credibility intervals), are calculated
directly from the posterior distribution. Credibility
intervals are legitimate probability statements about
the unknown parameters, since these parameters are
considered random, not xed.
In most applications, the probability distribution

of random variables is presumed in the rst step by
the evaluators. So, modi cation could be done at each
step, based on Bayes formula.
Bayes formula is a useful equation in probability
theory that expresses the conditional probability of
event A occurring, given that event B has occurred
(written P (AjB )), in terms of unconditional probabilities, and the probability that event B has occurred,
given that A has occurred. In other words, Baye's
formula inverts which of the events is the conditioning
event. The formula is:
P (AjB ):P (B ) = P (B jA):P (A);

(19)

where P (B ) in the denominator is further expanded by
using the so-called \Law of Total Probability" to write:
P (B ) =

n
X
i=1

P (B jAi ):P (Ai );

(20)

with events Ai being mutually exclusive, exhausting
all possibilities and including event A as one of the
Ai s [33].
The Bayesian method could precisely take account of direct and indirect dependencies, since it
comprises the indirect dependencies between all collaborated and non-collaborated mechanisms in the main
mechanism. In this research, the Hugin program was
utilized for this purpose. As continuous variables
could not be modeled in the Hugin program, Normal
distribution modeling was carried out through 200
small discrete boundaries. The length of each boundary
is considered equal to (8=100) and the credibility
interval assumed for each variable is [ 8; 8]. Figure 9 displays the probabilities of two simultaneous
mechanisms in the Bayesian method with the help of
the Hugin program, and Figure 10 demonstrates the
Bayesian chart for the elementary mechanisms of the
model.
Using the Bayesian method has some advantages.
The rst is a release from performing time consuming
and iterative calculations, and the second is the ability
to stop the modi cation process at each desirable stage
of calculation. Finally, one is able to contemplate
indirect dependencies between mechanisms more precisely. In the -unzipping method, it is not required to
distinguish all elementary mechanisms and determine

Figure 8. Matrix of probabilities of 2 simultaneous elementary mechanisms by -unzipping method.
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Figure 9. Matrix of probabilities of 2 simultaneous elementary mechanisms Bayesian method.
more convenient than complicated mechanisms for the
whole structure, according to each hinge's .
After modi cation of collapse probabilities in accordance with the dependency between two simultaneous elementary mechanisms, the safety index ( ) values
and the probability of collapse (Pf ) have been obtained
by the two methods ( -unzipping and Bayesian methods). These values are expressed in Tables 11 and 12.

Table 11. Reliability index ( ) and the probability of
Figure 10. Bayesian chart for moment and rotation
mechanisms.

for each of them. It is sucient to evaluate only for
elementary mechanisms collaborated in the system's
main mechanism. However, in the Bayesian method,
it is necessary to evaluate function equations for all
elementary mechanisms. Then, calculation of and
modeling in the Hugin program should be performed
for all of them in order to comprise their indirect
dependencies. As seen, obligatory prior calculations
for the Bayesian method are more than for the unzipping method. Calculation of dependency between
elementary mechanisms is simpler, and an evaluator
should choose between the methods in view of both
prior and dependency calculations and the amount
of acceptable accuracy. Most researchers, especially
for complicated models, prefer to use the -unzipping
method, although the -unzipping method is, frankly,
not able to include the indirect dependencies between
mechanisms collaborated in the main mechanism and
in non-collaborated ones.
By the method proposed in this study (founded on
achieving the occurrence probability of the main mechanism in accordance with the occurrence probability
of elementary mechanisms), utilizing the -unzipping
method is more e ortless than the previously used
common procedures, based on the amount of in each
hinge, and it is sucient for complicated models to
distinguish the associated elementary mechanisms in
the system's main mechanism and to compute their
occurrence probabilities and dependencies. It requires
less time, and dealing with elementary mechanisms is

collapse (Pf ) for elementary mechanisms considering
mechanism dependencies by -unzipping method.

No. No. of joints
in mechanisms
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3-4-13-12-22-21
1-2-11-10-20-19
4-7-9
15-17-22
5-6-8
14-16-18
2-3-5
9-15-13
8-12-11-14
18-20-21

Category

Pf

Panel Mechanism
Panel Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism

4.65E-8
5.35 E-9
5.93E-6
5.93E-6
4.93E-6
4.93E-6
6.17E-7
9.44E-8
5.58E-7
6.17E-7

5.34
5.72
4.38
4.38
4.42
4.42
4.85
5.21
4.87
4.85

Table 12. Reliability index ( ) and the probability of
collapse (Pf ) for elementary mechanisms considering
mechanisms dependencies by Bayesian method.

No. No. of joints
in mechanisms
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3-4-13-12-22-21
1-2-11-10-20-19
4-7-9
15-17-22
5-6-8
14-16-18
2-3-5
9-15-13
8-12-11-14
18-20-21

Category

Pf

Panel Mechanism
Panel Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Beam Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism
Joint Mechanism

2.33E-7
1.79 E-8
1.02E-5
1.02E-5
8.16E-6
1.74E-5
2.44E-6
2.21E-7
3.91E-6
2.81E-6

5.04
5.51
4.26
4.26
4.31
4.14
4.57
5.05
4.47
4.54
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12. Safety index for whole structure
The overall collapse probability of the structure could
be obtained by the help of Eq. (21) and the gained
collapse probabilities for each mechanism. Occurrence
probabilities of three and more simultaneous mechanisms were ignored in this study.
P (A [ B [ C [    ) = P (A) + P (B ) + P (C ) +   
P (A \ B ) P (A \ C ) P (A \ D)

14. Evaluation of design parameters



+ P (A \ B \ C ) + P (A \ B \ D) +   
P (A \ B \ C \ D) P (A \ B \ C \ E )

  +  

(21)

The main failure mechanism of the whole structure
presented in Figure 6 is identi ed by the superposition
of: Mech No. 1+ Mech No. 2+ Mech No. 5+ Mech
No. 6 - Mech No. 9- Mech No. 10 - Mech No. 7.
Thus, the probability of collapse for a whole structure
is equal to:
Pf (Mech1) + Pf (Mech2) +    Pf (Mech9)
Pf (Mech7)



Pf (Mech1&2)

Pf (Mech1&5)



Pf (Mech1&6)

+ Pf (Mech9&1) + Pf (Mech9&2) +   

(22)

12.1. -unzipping method
P(failure of the whole system) = 9:91  10 6 ;

= 4:265:

12.2. Bayesian method
P(failure of the whole system) = 2:581  10

safety measures for usual cases o ered in this code,
are equal to =4.2, which is too close to our obtained
amounts of . Also, for investigation and comparison
of obtained values by the values of the same system
gained by the hinge-by-hinge procedure, one can refer
to [13].

5;

= 4:048:

One of the methods for considering probabilistic terms
in the deterministic design process is application of
some factors for design load combinations. In this
research, the probability distributions for all loads are
considered as Normal distribution and the achieved
amounts of loads are considered their mean values. So,
one could get the design combination factors by using
Normal distribution if only the amounts of standard
deviations are available.
The assumed load combination in this work is
1.2D+L+E, and standard deviations for loads that
have been shown in Table 2 are equivalent to: DL =
0:1, LL = 0:334 and EL = 0:236. So, the standard
deviation for a load combination of (1:2D + L + E )
is equal to:  = (1:22  0:12 + 0:3342 + 0:2362 )0:5 =
0:426. The coecients of loading were obtained with
the help of values from the previous section, values
of the mean and standard deviation for each of the
applied loads and their combination and application of
reliability analysis concepts.
The design coecients were obtained from the unzipping method:
Rn  1:1878Dn + 1:0343Ln + 0:9878En :
(23)
The design coecients were obtained from the
Bayesian method:
Rn  1:1883Dn + 1:0326Ln + 0:9884En :
(24)
The design coecients were obtained from code
ACI318-08[7]
Rn  1:2Dn + 1:0Ln + 1:0En :
(25)

The probability of collapse from the -unzipping
method is less than the probability of collapse from
the Bayesian method. However, since the probabilities
are very small, the di erences have little in uence on
the reliability indexes of the whole structure and are
very close to each other.

It is seen that the load coecients are too close to each
other from the two methods and also to the factors
of the code [7]. This expresses that safety index ( )
and the probability of collapse considered implicitly in
the code [7] are close to the amounts of and the
probability of collapse gained in our research by unzipping and Bayesian methods.

13. Results assessment according to Jcss
probabilistic model code

15. Conclusions

Table 1 in part 7.2.1 of the Jcss Probabilistic Model
Code [34] o ers some quantities for . Our frame, as
stated by that table, positioned in the class of buildings
with moderate consequences of failure, and the cost of

- This research proposed a simple, practical method
for obtaining the collapse probability of a structure
from collapse probabilities of elementary mechanisms by means of a linear superposition principle
utilizing common deterministic analysis software.
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- The probability of collapse from the -unzipping
method is less than the probability of collapse from
the Bayesian method. This is because of more
considered indirect conditional probabilities and
more precise calculations in the Bayesian method.
However, since the probabilities are very small, the
di erences have little in uence on the reliability
index of the whole structure. The reliability indexes
of the whole structure obtained from -unzipping
and Bayesian methods are equivalent to 4.265 and
4.087, respectively, while the probability of collapse
of the Bayesian method is 2.83 times the collapse
probability of the -unzipping method.
- It can be seen that the load factors (factors used in a
design load combination) obtained by the procedure
of this research are too close to the load factors in
the ACI318-08 code [7]. For a live load, the most
(percentage of error=3.3%) and for the dead load,
the least (percentage of error=0.97%) di erences
from the factors in the code [7] were obtained.
- Although the dissimilarities between estimated coefcients from both -unzipping and Bayesian methods by the code's load combination factors are small,
it could be said that the Bayesian method results
in more precise coecients than the -unzipping
method. However, requiring less primary computational charge and having a small value of di erences,
-unzipping is frequently used for probabilistic designs.
- Extreme limit and lognormal distribution are usually
used for earthquake and live loads, respectively,
in most design codes, as well as in ACI318-08.
Utilizing unlike distributions is one of the reasons
for perceiving some di erences in terms of gained
load factors, in this research, with factors in the
code [7]. Normal distribution was used in this
research for simplifying the calculation of standard
deviation of the load combination. However, in
order to achieve more precise live and earthquake
load factors, corresponding distributions should be
used for these loads. As extreme limit distribution
has larger mean value and lognormal distribution
smaller mean value than normal distribution, the
obtained earthquake load factor obtained by normal
distribution for earthquake load is less, and for
live load, more than the amounts in the ACI318-08
code [7].
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